INCITE!

Remembering our past, Building on the present, Fighting for our future.

MESSAGE FROM CABINET
BSU is a safe haven for Black students that is ready and willing to do whatever is necessary to ensure of their success in any endeavor. If there is anything you need, don’t hesitate to ask!

MONTHLY INCITE
How do you intend to defy the odds on a daily basis? As you navigate throughout campus in conversation, service, classes, and in orgs/clubs/greek life/ agencies, make sure that you put your studies first. It is important that you study for three times as many days as you party at night. Fun is good and necessary but too much can have dire consequences. Choose to make impact before you are impacted. We believe in you!

SPOTLIGHT
Black Women in Medicine is a new org that focuses on creating a space for black women in pre-med, pre-dental, and many other medical fields. We look forward to the many activities and initiatives they will host on campus!

BLACK BUSINESSES
The BSU Small Business Directory is coming soon! It will be updated monthly and posted every month in BSU house, in SGA, and the CARE Lab. If you have any questions and/our would like your business featured in the list, then email FSUBSUincite@gmail.com in order to recieve the link to fill out the form in order to be included in next month’s directory!